One hallmark of natural motor control is the brain's ability to adapt to perturbations ranging 24 from temporary visual-motor rotations to paresis caused by stroke. These adaptations require 25 modifications of learned neural patterns that can span the time-course of minutes to months. 26 Previous work with brain-machine interfaces (BMI) has shown that over learning, neurons 27 consolidate firing activity onto low-dimensional neural subspaces, and additional studies have 28 shown that neurons require longer timescales to adapt to task perturbations that require neural 29 activity outside of these subspaces. However, it is unclear how the motor cortex adapts alongside 30 task changes that do not require modifications of the existing neural subspace over learning. To 31 answer this question, five nonhuman primates were used in three BMI experiments, which 32 2 allowed us to track how specific populations of neurons changed firing patterns as task 33 performance improved. In each experiment, neural activity was transformed into cursor 34 kinematics using decoding algorithms that were periodically readapted based on natural arm 35 movements or visual feedback. We found that decoder changes caused neurons to increase 36 exploratory-like patterns on within-day timescales without hindering previously consolidated 37 patterns regardless of task performance. The flexible modulation of these exploratory patterns in 38 contrast to relatively stable consolidated activity suggests a simultaneous exploration-39 exploitation strategy that adapts existing neural patterns during learning.
INTRODUCTION
roughly within the intrinsic manifold and therefore we would expect stable alignment of the 149 shared space ( Figure 2B) . Hypothetically, if a decoder was perfectly fit to the neural intentions of 150 an animal, we would expect no changes in either the angle or the size of the shared space. 151 However, due to the high dimensionality of the neural populations recorded during these BMI 152 tasks, decoder weights change slightly upon a decoder refit. Thus, we hypothesize that since the 153 intrinsic manifold is relatively stable on short timescales, neurons must increase their overall 154 firing rate variance (including both PV and shared variance) to accommodate perturbations in the 155 control space (i.e. decoder weights) ( Figure 2B , middle). Subsequently, decoders that are less 156 aligned with the intrinsic manifold would cause a larger increase in overall neural variance.
Past work has suggested that PV is linked with exploratory neural patterns that are less goal-171 potent than shared activity but sufficient for achieving target hits (Athalye et al., 2017) . Since 172 decoder refitting inherently causes some small perturbations in the decoder readout, we would 173 expect exploratory patterns to be engaged to accommodate increases in error. Congruent with 174 past results, we found that the PV increased each time the monkeys controlled the BMI with a 175 new decoder (Figures 3A, C, E) . In Experiment 1, training with DecoderNEW led to higher PV in 176 each of the four days compared to training with DecoderOLD, which was already well-learned (t-177 test, p = 1.3e-7). In Experiment 2, the PV was calculated each day the decoder was refit and all 178 days following the perturbation ( Figure 3C ). The PV consistently increased the day following a 179 decoder refit for both monkeys, though only Monkey J had enough perturbations to test for 180 significance (t-test; Monkey J, p = 0.0334). Lastly, in Experiment 3, where a new decoder was 181 refit each day, the magnitude of PV change was correlated with the amount of change in decoder 182 weights ( Figure 3E ). Decoders that were similar to ones previously learned resulted in smaller 183 PV changes (correlation; Monkey C, R = -0.70, p = 2e-4; Monkey G, R = -0.63, p = 6.3e-3).
184
Implicit in this result is that PV decreases when more familiar (or fixed) decoders are used. We 185 found that indeed PV decreased when the task switched to using decoders that were more 186 familiar (Supplemental Figure 1A) or fixed for a period of days (Supplemental Figure 1B Remarkably, these changes in PV were exhibited on the timescale of minutes. Private variance 190 decreased within the same day when an unfamiliar decoder was replaced with a well-learned 191 decoder (Supplemental Figure 1A) . Conversely, switching back to the unfamiliar decoder the following day increased the PV ( Figure 3A) . These results show the flexibility of neural 193 variance, which may be required when adapting to new tasks or decoders. , 2017) . We found that while PV was modulated due to decoder changes, the SOT remained 202 stable on within-day timescales in Experiment 1 where decoders were switched in the middle of 203 the day ( Figure 3B ). Together, these results indicate a scaling of the total variance (including 204 shared variance) when a perturbation arises as predicted in Figure 2B Monkey J, R 2 = 0.46, p = 2.8e-4; Monkey S, R 2 = 0.81, p = 6.1e-3; Monkey C, R 2 = 0.435, p = 207 3e-4; Monkey G, R 2 = 0.829, p = 3.9e-7). The decoupling of changes in PV and SOT over 208 different timescales suggests that neural exploration and exploitation can simultaneously occur, 209 and increased exploration does not occur at the expense of consolidated patterns. In contrast, 210 increases in SOT over the time-course of many days despite flexible changes in PV may suggest 211 that exploratory patterns consolidate over time and that neurons are adapting learned behaviors 212 rather than generating completely novel patterns.
213
Furthermore, we asked if the shared spaces were stable across different decoders or if poor 215 performance with a new decoder would lead to adaptation to a different low-dimensional space.
216
To answer this question, we computed the "shared alignment" between the neural subspaces used 217 to control the two decoders in Experiment 1 (Supplemental Figure 2A ). We found that the shared 218 spaces used to control the task were nearly identical despite large differences in task performance 219 (Supplemental Figure 2B) . Similarly, we compared the shared alignment between adjacent days 220 and across days for Experiments 2 and 3 and found that shared spaces were stable on short and 221 long timescales (Supplemental Figure 2B -D). In all cases, the shared alignment was high in 222 adjacent blocks or days (~0.8 across all animals), suggesting that neurons rely heavily on 223 preexisting patterns regardless of task performance. Studies have shown the importance of subcortical structures and the cerebellum in adaption to 301 motor perturbations and BMI tasks (Koralek et al., 2012; Nowak et al., 2007; Shadmehr and 302 Krakauer, 2008) . Futhermore, past studies provide evidence on the role of the basal ganglia for 303 refining cortical patterns during BMI on shorter and longer timescales (Athalye et al., 2018 (Athalye et al., , 304 2020 Costa et al., 2004; Ölveczky et al., 2011) . In a motor adaptation task then, it is possible 305 these structures are turning the "variability knob" in motor cortex. If we consider the production 306 of motor actions as a combination of consolidated activity from the motor system with some 307 exploratory variability (Fee and Goldberg, 2011; Neuringer et al., 2000) , then our results suggest 308 that PV may be a neural correlate of the latter. Furthermore, changes in neural variance might 309 reflect an increased gain in exploratory variability without directly affecting learned motor 310 behaviors. In such a scenario, neuroprosthetic learningparticularly with closed-loop decoder 311 adaptation (CLDA)may be encouraging changes from subcortical structures we see manifested 312 as changes in motor cortex. , 2019) . In this study, we show how neurons respond to changes in decoder weights on 320 both timescales before task performance is saturated. Our results regarding stable shared spaces 321 corroborate these past studies but we highlight the importance of the neural variance (and 322 specifically the PV) during learning. While we echo past results that neural activity preferentailly stays in a constant neural subspace during learning, we found that neurons are also able to 324 quickly increase their private variance when perturbations are introduced. This simultaneous 325 modulation of neural variance whilst maintaining a robust manifold suggests a neural learning 326 strategy that is resilient to perturbations. where , are identity and 0 matrices, respectively, and ∆ is 100 ms. Note that in these models, 522 contains a scaling factor (0.8) in order to decay the velocities over time. CLDA was run each day of the experiment and percent accuracy on Day 1 was already as good 561 as the last day (i.e. proficient control), we instead examined the correlation of the decoder for 562 each day with the decoder on the first day as a metric for the difference between decoders. We 563 then plotted this correlation against the average private variance over all neurons for that day 564 ( Figure 3E ). Note that this correlation was shown for stable units in Figure 3E ; Supplemental 565 Figure 3A shows this correlation calculated using stable channels for Monkey G, which include channels that were used in the BMI task but were either physiologically different across 567 recording days or contained no physiological signal. To track how MD and PV changed together over learning, we correlated the changes in MD (i.e. 613 derivative) with the changes in PV across days. As before, Figure 4A B. In all three experiments, monkeys were instructed to perform a center-out task, moving 632 the effector from a center target to one of eight randomly selected peripheral targets. 
